
HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY FOR SYMMETRICIRREDUCIBLE SIEGEL DOMAINS OF TYPE IIALINE BONAMI1, DARIUSZ BURACZEWSKI1;2, EWA DAMEK1;2, ANDRZEJHULANICKI1;2, RICHARD PENNEY, AND BARTOSZ TROJAN1;2Abstrat. We onsider here a generalization of the Hua system whih was provedby Johnson and Kor�anyi to haraterize Poisson-Szeg�o integrals for Siegel domainsof tube type. We show that the situation is ompletely di�erent when dealing withnon tube type symmetri irreduible symmetri domains: then all funtions whihare annihilated by this seond order system and satisfy an H2 type integrabilityondition are pluriharmoni funtions.1. IntrodutionLet D be a bounded symmetri domain in Cm, and let G be the group of allbiholomorphi transformations of D. The aim of this paper is to study H-harmonifuntions, where H is a naturally de�ned G-invariant real system of seond orderdi�erential operators onD whih annihilates pluriharmoni funtions. The systemHis de�ned in terms of the K�ahler struture of D and makes sense on every K�ahlerianmanifold.To de�ne the system H, we reall some basi fats about D. Let T 1;0(D) be theholomorphi tangent bundle of D. The Riemannian onnetion r indued by theBergman metri on D preserves T 1;0(D) and so does the urvature tensor. For Z;Wtwo omplex vetor �elds we denote by R(Z;W ) = rZrW � rWrZ � r[Z;W ℄ theurvature tensor restrited to T 1;0(D). Let f be a smooth funtion on D and let�(Z;W )f = (ZW �rZW )f = (WZ �rWZ)f :(1)Then �(Z;W ) may be seen as a seond order operator whih annihilates bothholomorphi and antiholomorphi funtions, and onsequently, the pluriharmonifuntions. Conversely, if all �(Z;W ) annihilate f , then f is pluriharmoni. Indeed,we have �(�zj ; �zk) = �zj�zk .Let ( ; ) be the anonial Hermitian produt in T 1;0(D). Fixing a smooth funtionf , we use ( ; ) to de�ne a smooth setion �f of the bundle of endomorphisms of1 This work was partly done within the projet TMR Network \Harmoni Analysis", ontratno. ERB FMRX-CT97-0159. We thank the European Commission and the mentioned Networkfor the support provided.2 The authors were partly supported by KBN grant 2P03A04316, Foundation for Polish Sienes,Subsidy 3/99. 1



2 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJANT 1;0(D): (�f � Z;W ) = �(W;Z)f ;(2)where Z;W are holomorphi vetor �elds. Then we de�ne Hf as another smoothsetion of the bundle of endomorphisms of T 1;0(D) by(Hf � Z;W ) = Tr(R(Z;W )��f ) = Tr(R(W;Z)�f) :(3)To ompute expliitlyHf , we may take an orthonormal frame of setions of T 1;0(D),whih we denote E1; E2; � � � ; Em. ThenHf =Xj;k (�(Ej; Ek)f)R(Ej; Ek) :(4)The system H is, of ourse, a ontration of the tensor �eld �f . It is invariant withrespet to biholomorphisms, whih means thatH(f Æ	) = 	�1� [(Hf) Æ	℄	�(5)for every biholomorphi transformation 	 of D, 	� being its di�erential.By de�nition, H-harmoni funtions are funtions whih are annihilated by H.We will onsider here symmetri Siegel domains, for whih these notions are wellde�ned sine they are holomorphially equivalent to bounded domains. When D isa symmetri Siegel domain of tube type, (3) is equivalent to the lassial Hua system.This system is known to haraterize the Poisson-Szeg�o integrals (see [FK℄ and [JK℄).This means that a funtion on D is H-harmoni if, and only if, it is the Poisson-Szeg�o integral of a hyperfuntion on the Shilov boundary. Originally, the urvaturetensor was not expliit in the Hua system. For lassial domains, the system hasbeen de�ned by L. K. Hua as a \quantization" of the equation de�ning the Shilovboundary (see [Hu℄ and [BV℄). L. K. Hua proved that the system annihilates Poisson-Szeg�o integrals. Then the system was extended by K. Johnson and A. Kor�anyi [JK℄to all symmetri tube type domains and was written down in terms of the envelopingalgebra of the semi-simple Lie group of automorphisms of the domain. K. Johnsonand A. Kor�anyi proved not only that for all tube domains the system annihilatesthe Poisson-Szeg�o kernel, but also that the H-harmoni funtions are Poisson-Szeg�ointegrals. Rewriting Johnson{Kor�anyi formula C(�; ��) in terms of the urvaturetensor, as suggested by Nolan Wallah, one obtains the same system as above. It iswhy we all H the Hua-Wallah system.Notie that (4) and (5) have a perfet sense on any K�ahlerian manifold, and,for general Siegel domains, the system (4) has been already studied in [DHP℄. Inpartiular, for non tube symmetri Siegel both (4) and Johnson{Koranyi formulaC(�; ��) take the same form. In the work of N. Berline and M. Vergne [BV℄ it isobserved that C(�; ��) does not annihilate Poisson - Szeg�o integrals, and the problemof desribing C(�; ��){harmoni funtions is risen. Here we are going to answer theirquestion.



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 3Main Theorem. Let D be a symmetri irreduible Siegel domain of type II, andlet F be an H-harmoni funtion on D whih satis�es the growth onditionsupz2D ZN(�) jF (uz)j2du <1;(H2)where N(�) is a nilpotent subgroup of S whose ation is parallel to the Shilov bound-ary. Then F is pluriharmoni.This is in a striking ontrast to the ase when D is a symmetri tube domain. Itrequires some omments.The Poisson-Szeg�o integrals on type II domains have been haraterized by N.Berline and M. Vergne [BV℄ as zeros of a G-invariant system whih, in general, is ofthe third order. It is obtained by \quantization" of the Shilov boundary equations.They also prove that for domains over the one of hermitian positive de�nite matriesone an use a seond order system, �Z , to haraterize Poisson-Szeg�o integrals. Thissystem appears already in the book by Hua [Hu℄. It is obtained from C(�; ��) by aprojetion that eliminates a part of the equations.All this shows that the system H does not seem to be anonial in any sense,although it is de�ned with the aid of the urvature tensor, ertainly an importantinvariant, the geometri meaning of the system being still unlear. Our presentwork suggests that it would be interesting to understand seond order systems ofoperators on symmetri Siegel domains whih are invariant under the full group ofbiholomorphisms.In the proof of the main theorem, we use heavily the theory of harmoni funtionswith respet to subellipti operators on solvable Lie groups [R℄, [D℄, [DH℄, [DHP℄.To do this, we identify the domain D with a solvable Lie group S � G that atssimply transitively on D. We then use a speial orthonormal frame of S-invariantvetor �elds, E1; E2; � � � ; Em, to ompute the operator H by the formula (4). Infat, we only onsider the left-invariant seond order ellipti operators built out ofthe diagonal of H, Hjf = (Hf � Ej; Ej):(6)Ellipti operators whih are linear ombinations of operators Hj play the main rolein our argument, and in partiular the Laplae-Beltrami operator �, whih is thetrae of H. We represent H-harmoni funtions as various Poisson integrals, andwe use properties of these representations.Linear ombinations of the operators �(Ej; Ek) have already been used to hara-terize pluriharmoni funtions (see [DHMP℄). We should emphasize that the systemsunder study here are di�erent from those of [DHMP℄, and the proofs require newideas. Sine a part of the onstrution is the same in the two papers, we try tosimplify the presentation for the reader's onveniene.Our growth assumption (H2) is made mainly for tehnial reasons, L2 harmonianalysis being the easiest. We hope to be able to obtain similar onlusions forbounded funtions, and perhaps even for larger lasses of funtions. This requires,



4 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJANhowever, a somewhat more deliate tehni. In fat, it is not lear that the on-lusion requires any growth ondition at the boundary, and one may onjeturethat only growth onditions at in�nity are neessary to insure pluriharmoniity forH{harmoni funtions on symmetri irreduible Siegel domains of type II. On theother hand, for tube type domains, one may onjeture that growth onditions onderivatives at the boundary insure pluriharmoniity for H-harmoni funtions as itis the ase in the unit ball ([BBG℄) for �-harmoni funtions.Finally, let us remark that, if we do not insist on invariane properties of the sys-tems onsidered, then it is always possible to haraterize pluriharmoni funtions,among the funtions whih are harmoni with respet to the Laplae-Beltrami oper-ator �, as those whih are annihilated by a single seond order operator L (withoutany growth ondition). Indeed, a lassial theorem of Forelli (see Rudin's book [Ru℄)asserts that every smooth funtion in the unit ball whih is annihilated by the op-eratorP zjzk �2�zj�zk is pluriharmoni in the ball. So L an be taken as this operatorsuitably translated, so that a funtion whih is annihilated by L is pluriharmoni inthe neihborhood of a point. Then the real-analytiity of the funtion, whih followsfrom the fat that it is �{harmoni, insures its pluriharmoniity everywhere.In view of Forelli's Theorem, it is not so muh the small number of operators inthe system used to haraterize pluriharmoni funtions than the strong invarianeproperties of the system itself whih are relevant. In this ontext, the present paperan be viewed as a omplement to [DHP℄ and[DHMP℄.2. Hua-Wallah systems2.1. General Hua-Wallah systems. In this subsetion, D is a general domainin C m whih is holomorphially equivalent to a bounded domain. We reall here theproperties of the K�ahlerian struture related to the Bergman matri as well as someelementary fats about the Hua-Wallah system whih we will use later. The readermay refer to [ He℄ and [KN℄ for more details on the prerequisites.Let T be the tangent bundle for the omplex domain D, and let TC be theomplexi�ed tangent bundle. The omplex struture J and the Bergman metri gare extended from T to TC by omplex linearity. Let T 1;0 and T 0;1 be the eigenspaesof J suh that J jT 1;0 = iId, J jT 0;1 = �iId. We haveTC = T 1;0 � T 0;1 :The onjugation operator exhanges T 1;0 and T 0;1.The spaes of smooth setions of T , TC, T 1;0 will be denoted �(T ), �(TC), �(T 1;0),respetively. Smooth setions of T 1;0 are alled holomorphi vetor �elds.The Riemannian onnetion r is also extended from �(T ) to �(TC) by omplexlinearity and, sine r is de�ned by a K�ahlerian struture, it ommutes with J .An immediate onsequene is that rZW belongs to �(T 1;0) (respetively �(T 0;1))whenever W 2 �(T 1;0) (respetively �(T 0;1)). Moreover, for every ouple U; V 2



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 5�(TC), we have that rUV = rUV and[U; V ℄ = rUV �rVU; :(7)Therefore, for Z;W holomorphi vetor �elds,rWZ = �(1;0)([W;Z℄);(8)where �(1;0) denotes the projetion from TC onto T 1;0. The urvature tensorR(U; V ) = rUrV �rVrU �r[U;V ℄preserves also T 1;0 and R(U; V )Z = R(U; V )Z. The restrition of R(U; V ) to T 1;0is also denoted by R(U; V ). On T 1;0 the Hermitian salar produt arising from theBergman metri is denoted by (Z;W ) = 12g(Z;W ):For U , V , Z, W holomorphi vetor �elds, we have(R(V ; U)Z;W ) = (R(W;Z)U; V ) = (U;R(Z;W )V ) :(9)In partiular, R(W;Z) = R(Z;W )� :(10)Let us now go bak to the de�nitions given in the introdution. The identity ZW �rZW = WZ � rWZ is a diret onsequene of (7). The fat that all �(Z;W )annihilate pluriharmoni funtions follows from (8) as well as from the identity�(�zj ; �zk) = �zj�zk . Moreover,�(�Z;  W )f = � �(Z;W )f :whih means that �f is a tensor �eld. The equality in (3) omes from (7), whileone proves (4) using (9) for (R(W;Z) � Ek; Ej).Let us now show invariane of HD with respet to biholomorphisms. Let 	 bea biholomorphism from D onto D0, and 	� the holomorphi di�erential of 	 whihmaps T 1;0D onto T 1;0D0 . All tensor �elds are transported by 	, inluding, of ourse, theRiemannian struture and the urvature tensor. ThusRD(W;Z) = 	�1� RD0(	�W;	�Z)	� :Moreover, for a smooth funtion f on D0 and g = f Æ 	, we have �g = 	�1� �f	�.So (HD g � Z;W ) = Tr �RD0(	�W;	�Z)�f�whih implies HD g = 	�1� (HD0 f)	� :Finally, let us remark that, from formulas (1), (3) and (10), it follows that �f =(�f )�, and Hf = (Hf)�. So, to study H-harmoni funtions, it is suÆient toonsider funtions whih are real-valued.



6 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJANWe want now to ompute expliitly the Hua-Wallah operator for symmetri irre-duible Siegel domains. To do it, we will use Formula (4) for a partiular orthonormalbasis E1; :::; Em.2.2. Preliminaries on irreduible symmetri ones. Let 
 be an irreduiblesymmetri one in an Eulidean spae. Our aim is to desribe preisely the solvablegroup that ats simply transitively on 
. The group will be used in the onstrutionof the orthonormal basis. We do it all in terms of Jordan algebras, and we refer tothe book of Faraut and Kor�anyi [FK℄ for these prerequisites, introduing here onlythe notations and prinipal results that will be needed later.A �nite dimensional algebra V with a salar produt h�; �i is an Eulidean Jordanalgebra if for all elements x; y and z in Vxy = yx x(x2y) = x2(xy) hxy; zi = hy; xzi:We denote by L(x) the self-adjoint endomorphism of V given by the multipliationby x, i.e. L(x)y = xy:For an irreduible symmetri one 
 ontained in a linear spae V of same di-mension, the spae V an be made a simple real Eulidean Jordan algebra with unitelement e, so that 
 = int fx2 : x 2 V g:Let G be the onneted omponent of the group of all transformations in GL(V )whih leave 
 invariant, and let G be its Lie algebra. Then G is a subspae of thespae of endomorphisms of V whih ontains all L(x) for all x 2 V , as well as allx2y for x; y 2 V , where x2y = L(xy) + [L(x); L(y)℄ (see [FK℄ for these properties).We �x a Jordan frame f1; : : : ; rg in V , that is, a omplete system of orthogonalprimitive idempotents:2i = i; ij = 0 if i 6= j; 1 + ::: + r = eand none of the 1; :::; r is a sum of two non-zero idempotents. Let us reall thatthe length r is independent of the hoie of the Jordan frame. It is alled the rankof V . To have an example in mind, one may think of the spae V of the symmetrir�r matries endowed with the symmetrized produt of matries 12(xy+yx). Thenthe orresponding one is the set of symmetri positive de�nite r � r matries, theset of diagonal matries with all entries equal to 0 exept for one equal to 1 being aJordan frame.The Peire deomposition of V related to the Jordan frame f1; : : : ; rg ([FK℄,Theorem IV.2.1) may be written asV = M1�i�j�r Vij :(11)It is given by the ommon diagonalization of the self-adjoint endomorphims L(j)with respet to their only eigenvalues 0, 12 , 1. In partiular Vjj = Rj is theeigenspae of L(j) related to 1, and, for i < j, Vij is the intersetion of the



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 7eigenspaes of L(i) and L(j) related to 12 . All Vij, for i < j, have the samedimension d.For eah i < j, we �x one for all an orthonormal basis of Vij, whih we notefe�ijg, with 1 � � � d. To simplify the notation, we write e�ii = i (� taking only thevalue 1). Then the system fe�ijg, for i � j and 1 � � � dimVij, is an orthonormalbasis of V .Let us denote by A the abelian subalgebra of G onsisting of elements H = L(a),where a = rXj=1 ajj 2Mi Vii:We set �j the linear form on A given by �j(H) = aj. It is lear that the Peiredeomposition gives also a simultaneous diagonalization of all H 2 A, namelyHx = L(a)x = �i(H) + �j(H)2 x x 2 Vij :(12)Let A = expA. Then A is an abelian group, and this is the Abelian group in theIwasawa deomposition of G. We now desribe the nilpotent part N0. Its Lie algebraN0 is the spae of elements X 2 G suh that, for all i � j,XVij � Mk�l ; (k;l)>(i;j)Vkl;where the pairs ordered lexiographially. One N0 is de�ned, we de�ne S0 asthe diret sum N0 � A. The groups S0 and N0 are then obtained by taking theexponentials. It follows from the de�nition of N0 that the matries of elements ofS0 and S0, in the orthonormal basis fe�ijg, are upper-triangular.The solvable group S0 ats simply transitively on 
. This may be found in [FK℄Chapter VI, as well as the preise desription of N0 whih will be needed later. Onehas N0 = Mi<j�rNij;where Nij = fz2i : z 2 Vijg:This deomposition orresponds to a diagonalization of the adjoint ation of A sine[H;X℄ = �j(H)� �i(H)2 X; X 2 Nij :(13)Finally, let V C = V + iV be the omplexi�ation of V . We extend the ation of Gto V C in the obvious way.



8 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJAN2.3. Preliminaries on irreduible symmetri Siegel domains of type II.We onsider the Siegel domain de�ned by an irreduible symmetri one 
 and anadditional omplex vetor spae Z together with a Hermitian symmetri bilinearmapping � : Z � Z ! V C;suh that �(�; �) 2 
; � 2 Z ;�(�; �) = 0 implies � = 0:The Siegel domain assoiated with these data is de�ned asD = f(�; z) 2 Z � V C : =z � �(�; �) 2 
g:(14)It is alled of tube type if Z is redued to f0g. Otherwise, it is alled of type II.There is a representation � : S0 3 s 7! �(s) 2 GL(Z) suh thats�(�; w) = �(�(s)�; �(s)w) ;(15)and suh that all automorphisms �(s), for s 2 A, admit a joint diagonalization(see [KW℄). To redue notations, we shall as well denote by � the orrespondingrepresentation of the algebra S0. For X 2 S0, (15) implies thatX�(�; w) = �(�(X)�; w) + �(�; �(X)w) :(16)As an easy onsequene, one an prove that the only possible eigenvalues for �(H),with H 2 A, are �j(H)=2, for j = 1; :::; r. So we may writeZ = rMj=1 Zjwith the property that �(H)� = �j(H)2 �; � 2 Zj:(17)Moreover, all the spaes Zj have the same dimension1. A proof of these two fatsmay be found in [DHMP℄. We all � the dimension of Zj for j = 1; :::; r. Let usremark, using (16) and (17), that for �; w 2 Zj, we have L(j)�(�; w) = �(�; w).Therefore, �(�; w) = Qj(�; w)j, for �; w 2 Zj. Moreover, hj;�(�; �)i > 0 for� 2 Zj and so the Hermitian form Qj is positive de�nite on Zj.The representation � allows to onsider S0 as a group of holomorphi automor-phisms of D. More generally, the elements � 2 Z, x 2 V and s 2 S0 at on D in1In fat, the present study generalizes to all homogeneous Siegel domains related to irreduiblesymmetri ones for whih this last property is satis�ed.



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 9the following way: � � (w; z) = (� + w; z + 2i�(w; �) + i�(�; �)) ;x � (w; z) = (w; z + x) ;(18) s � (w; z) = (�(s)w; sz) :We allN(�) the group orresponding to the �rst two ations, that is N(�) = Z�Vwith the produt (�; x)(� 0; x0) = (� + � 0; x+ x0 + 2=�(�; � 0)):(19)All three ations generate a solvable Lie groupS = N(�)S0 = N(�)N0A = NA;whih identi�es with a group of holomorphi automorphisms ating simply transi-tively on D. The group N(�), that is two-step nilpotent, is a normal subgroup ofS. The Lie algebra S of S admits the deompositionS = N (�)� S0 = � rMj=1 Zj�� �Mi�j Vij�� �Mi<j Nij��A:(20)Moreover, by (12), (13) and (17), one knows the adjoint ation of elements H 2 A:[H;X℄ = �j(H)2 X for X 2 Zj;[H;X℄ = �i(H) + �j(H)2 X for X 2 Vij;(21) [H;X℄ = �j(H)� �i(H)2 X for X 2 Nij:Sine S ats simply transitively on the domain D, we may identify S and D. Morepreisely, we de�ne � : S 3 s 7! �(s) = s � e 2 D;(22)where e is the point (0; ie) in D. The Lie algebra S is then identi�ed with thetangent spae of D at e using the di�erential d�e. We identify e with the unitelement of S. We then transport both the Bergman metri g and the omplexstruture J from D to S, where they beome left-invariant tensor �elds on S. Westill write J for the omplex struture on S. Moreover, the omplexi�ed tangentspae TCe is identi�ed with the omplexi�ation of S, whih we denote by SC. Thedeomposition TCe = T (1;0)e � T (0;1)e is transported intoSC = Q� P :(23)Elements of SC are identi�ed with left invariant vetor �elds on S, and are alledleft invariant holomorphi vetor �elds when they belong to Q. The onjugationoperator exhanges Q and P, while the transported operator J oinides with iIdon Q, and to �iId on P. The K�ahlerian metri given by the Bergman metri an be



10 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJANseen as a Hermitian form on Q, and orthonormality for left invariant holomorphivetor �elds means orthonormality for the orresponding elements in Q.Now, let us onstrut an orthonormal basis of left invariant holomorphi vetor�elds. We �rst build a basis in S. To do this, we use the deomposition given in(20) and give a basis for eah blok.We have already �xed an orthonormal basis fe�jkg in V orresponding to the Peiredeomposition hosen. For j < k and 1 � � � d, we de�ne X�jk 2 Vjk and Y �jk 2 Njkas the left-invariant vetor �elds on S orresponding to e�jk and 2e�jk 2j, respetively.For eah j we de�ne Xj and Hj as the left-invariant vetor �elds on S orrespondingto j 2 Vjj and L(j) 2 A, respetively. It remains to hoose a basis of eah Zj. Wehoose for ej� an orthonormal basis of Zj related to 4Qj, where Qj is the quadratiform de�ned above. For zj� = xj� + iyj� the orresponding oordinates, we de�neX �j ;Y�j as the left-invariant vetor �elds on S whih oinide with �xj� and �yj� ate. Finally, we de�neZj = Xj � iHj; Z�jk = X�jk � iY �jk; Z�j = X �j � iY�j :We an now state the following lemma.Lemma 2.1. The left invariant vetor �elds Zj, for j = 1; � � � ; r, Z�jk, for j <k � r and � = 1; � � � ; d, and Z�j for j = 1; � � � ; r and � = 1; � � � ; �, onstitute anorthonormal basis of holomorphi left invariant vetor �elds.Proof. This lemma is already ontained in [DHMP℄, to whih we refer for details.To prove that Zj, Z�jk, and Z�j are holomorphi vetor �elds, it is suÆient to provethat J (Xj) = Hj; J (X�jk) = Y �jk; J (X �j ) = Y�j :To do this, we ompute the image of the vetor �elds Xj; Hj; X�jk; Y �ij ;X �j , and Y�jby the di�erential d�e. We �nd the following tangent vetors at e: �xjj , �yjj , �x�jk ,�y�jk , �xj�, and �yj� . Here the oordinates that we have used in Z �V C are given by(�; z) = �Xj;� (xj� + iyj�)ej�;Xi�j;�(x�ij + iy�ij)e�ij�:The assertion follows at one, using the omplex struture in Z � V C.To show orthonormality, it is possible to use Koszul's formula whih allows toget the Bergman metri from the adjoint ation. This is done in [DHMP℄, Lemma(1.18). 22.4. Hua-Wallah systems for irreduible symmetri Siegel domains. Wenow ompute the operator H in the orthonormal basis that we have built in theprevious subsetion. In fat, it is enough to ompute the following operators, alledstrongly diagonal HW operators, and de�ned byHjf = (Hf � Zj; Zj) ; j = 1; � � � ; r:



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 11We have the following proposition.Proposition 2.2. The strongly diagonal HW operators Hj areHj =X� L�j + 2�j +Xk<j X� ��kj +Xl>j X� ��jl ;(24)where �j = X2j +H2j �HjL�j = (X �j )2 + (Y�j )2 �Hj(25) ��ij = (X�ij)2 + (Y �ij )2 �Hj :Proof. We �rst ompute the urvature tensor R(Z;Z), with Z = Z1; � � � ; Zr. From(8), we know that, for Z;W in Q,rZW = �Q([Z;W ℄) = �Q([Z; (W +W )℄);(26)where �Q denotes the projetion from SC onto Q. We laim thatLemma 2.3. The following identities hold:rZjZk =iÆjkZjrZjZ�kl = i2(ÆljZ�kj + ÆkjZ�jl) if k < lrZjZ�k = i2ÆjkZ�j :Proof. In the omputation, we have seen that we may replae the three left handsides of the formulas above by 2�Q([Zj; Xk℄), 2�Q([Zj; X�kl℄) and 2�Q([Zj;X �k ℄), re-spetively. Moreover, if we replae Zj by iHj in these three expressions, we obtainthe right hand sides, by virtue of (21). Thus the lemma follows, one we prove thatall brakets [Zj; Xk℄, [Zj; X�kl℄, and [Zj;X �k ℄ vanish. This last fat follows from astandard argument. One proves that eah of these vetor �elds is annihilated byall endomorphisms adH � �(H)Id, with H 2 A, for a value �(H) that is not aneigenvalue of adH for some H. So it vanishes. 2Let us go on with the proof of the proposition. It is easy to dedue the ation ofrZ on Q from the one of rZ . Indeed, sine the ation of S preserves the Hermitiansalar produt, and sine Z is left-invariant,0 = Z � (U; V ) = (rZU; V ) + (U;rZV )for any ouple U , V of left-invariant holomorphi vetor �elds. So the endomorphismof Q de�ned by rZ is the opposite of the adjoint endomorphism de�ned by rZ . Itfollows from the matrix representation given in the lemma that they are equal, andthey ommute. So, for U 2 Q,R(Zj; Zj)U = �r[Zj ;Zj ℄U = �2irZjU



12 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJANsine [Zj; Zj℄ = 2iXj = i(Zj + Zj). Using again Lemma 2.3 and the expression ofHf given in (4), we see thatHj =X� �(Z�j ;Z�j ) + 2�(Zj; Zj) +Xk<j X� �(Z�kj; Z�kj) +Xl>j X� �(Z�jl; Z�jl) :We refer to [DHMP℄ for the omputation of �(Z�j ;Z�j ), �(Zj; Zj), and �(Z�kj; Z�kj).2We also refer to [DHMP℄ for the omputation of the Laplae-Beltrami operator�, � =Xj �j +Xk<jX� ��kj +Xj;� L�j :(27)It is proved in [DHP℄ that the Laplae-Beltrami operator is the trae of the operatorH.All results, up to now, are also valid for the tube domain T
 = V + i
, whihidenti�es with the subgroup V S0 of the group S and appears as a partiular ase.Left invariant di�erential operators at from the right. Therefore, we an identifyleft invariant di�erential operators on the tube domain with left invariant di�eren-tial operators on the domain D itself. We add a subsript or supersript for suhoperators oming from the tube domain, and de�ne HTj , j = 1; � � � ; r, and �T as theoperators oming from the strongly diagonalHW operators for the tube domain andthe Laplae-Beltrami operator, respetively. Then, we have the following orollary,the proof of whih is immediate:Corollary 2.4. The following identities hold:HTj = 2�j +Xk<jX� ��kj +Xl>j X� ��jl ;(28) �T = rXj=1Hj �� :(29)2.5. Indution proedure. We ollet in this subsetion some information andsome notations whih will be used in all proofs whih are based on indution on therank of the one. So, here, we assume that r > 1. We �rst de�neA� = linfL(1); :::; L(r�1)g and A+ = linfL(r)g ;and, in an analogous way,N�0 = Mi<j�r�1Nij and N+0 = r�1Mj=1 Njr :N+0 is an ideal of N0, while N�0 is a subalgebra. Clearly A = A� � A+ andN0 = N�0 �N+0 .



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 13Next, we de�ne A+; A�; N+0 ; N�0 as the exponentials of the orresponding Liesubalgebras. Then S�0 = N�0 A� is the solvable group orresponding to the one 
�,determined by the frame 1; � � � ; r�1, whih is of rank r � 1 as we wanted. Theunderlying spae V � for 
� is the subspaeV � = M1�i�j<r Vij :We will make an extensive use of the fat thatA = A�A+ and N0 = N�0 N+0in the sense that the mappingsA� � A+ 3 (a�; a+) 7! a�a+ 2 A;and N�0 �N+0 3 (y�; y+) 7! y�y+ 2 Aare di�eomorphisms.Now, let us de�ne Z� = r�1Mj=1 Zj :Then it is easily seen that Z� � Z� is mapped by � into the subspae (V �)C.Moreover, �(�; �) belongs to 
� when � 2 Z�. So, we may de�ne the Siegel domainD� as D� = f(�; z) 2 Z� � (V �)C : =z � �(�; �) 2 
�g:Let us de�ne N (�)� = Z� � V � andN (�)+ = Zr �Mj�r Vjr :Then, again, N (�)� is a subalgebra and N (�)+ is an ideal of N (�). We de�neN(�)� and N(�)+ as their exponentials. Then N(�) is a semi-diret produtN(�) = N(�)�N(�)+:Clearly N(�)� is the nilpotent step two \boundary" group orresponding to D�.Finally, we want to deompose the group N . Let N� = N(�)�(N0)�, and N+ =N(�)+(N0)+. Then N is a semi-diret produt N = N�N+. Moreover, the wholegroup S may be written asS = N�N+A�A+ = N�A�N+A+:Clearly, S� = N�A� is the solvable group ating simply transitively on D�.



14 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJAN3. Poisson integralsThe aim of this setion is to prove the following partial result in view of the maintheorem.Theorem 3.1. Let F be a bounded funtion on S annihilated by � and by Hj, forj = 1; :::; r. Then HTj F = 0 for j = 1; :::; r;and LjF =X� L�j F = 0 for j = 1; :::; r:>From the formulas of the previous setion, it is lear that a bounded funtionon the domain D whih is H{harmoni satis�es the assumptions. Moreover, the�rst statement implies the seond one. To prove the �rst one, we shall use theharaterization of H{harmoni funtions in terms of Poisson-Szeg�o integrals ontube domains. More preisely, following Hua [Hu℄ and [FK℄, it is suÆient to provethat F , onsidered as a funtion on the tube domain T
 = V + i
, is the Poisson-Szeg�o integral of some bounded funtion on V . To do this, our main tool will bethe possibility to write F , in di�erent ways, as a Poisson integral related to someellipti operators whih annihilate F .Let us �rst give some notations. From the last setion, we know that every g 2 Smay be written in a unique way as a produt (�; x)na, with (�; x) 2 N(�) andn 2 N0. We write � for the projetion on N(�), given by �(g) = (�; x), and ~� forthe projetion on N , given by ~�(g) = (�; x)n.We �rst reall previous results of two of the authors. Even if they are valid in themore general ontext of a semi-diret produt, we give them in the present ontext.We onsider ellipti operators whih may be written asL = rXj=1 �jLj + rXj=1 �jHTj(30)with �j and �j positive onstants. Then L is a sum of square of vetor �elds plusa �rst order term Z = Z(L), whih is alled the drift, and may be written asZ = �P jHj, with j = �j�+ (2 + (j � 1)d)�j + dPk<j �k. It follows from [DH℄and [R℄ that the maximal boundary of L an be easily omputed (it depends on thesigns of �j(Z)� �i(Z) for i < j). In partiular, it is equal to N(�) if the sequenej is a non{inreasing sequene, and to N if it is an inreasing sequene. Let ussummarize the results that we shall use in the next proposition.Proposition 3.2. Let L be given by (30), and j as above.(i) If L is suh that j is a non{inreasing sequene, there is a unique positive,bounded, smooth funtion PL on N(�) with RN(�) PL(y)dy = 1 suh that bounded



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 15L-harmoni funtions on S are in one-one orrespondene with L1(N(�)) via thePoisson integral F (s) = PLf(s) = ZN(�) f(�(sw))PL(w) dw:(31)(ii) If L is suh that j is an inreasing sequene, there is a unique positive, bounded,smooth funtion ~PL on N with RN ~PL(y)dy = 1 suh that bounded L-harmoni fun-tions on S are in one-one orrespondene with L1(N) via the Poisson integralF (s) = ~PLf(s) = ZN f(~�(sy)) ~PL(y) dy:(32)Moreover, for eah given � > 0, we may hoose the oeÆients �j and �j so that (i)holds, and that ZN(�) �(w)�PL(w) dw <1(33)where �(w) is the distane of w from the unit element e 2 N(�) with respet to anyleft{invariant Riemannian metri.As we said, (i) and (ii) may be found in [DH℄ and [R℄. The integrability onditionmay be found in [D℄, Theorem (3.10): a suÆient ondition for (33) is that�X 2�j�(Hj)2 + �(Z) < 0;for all linear forms on A of the form � = �k+�p2 ; �k2 . The fat that this onditionmay be satis�ed is elementary.We have hosen to add a tilde every time that we are onerned with an operatorwhose maximal boundary is the whole group N . We then de�ne PL as an integral,PL(w) = ZN0 ~PL(wy) dy:(34)Let us remark that, in this ase, the funtions F whih may be written asF (s) = PLf(s) = ZN(�) f(�(sw))PL(w) dw;(35)with f a bounded funtion on N(�), onstitute a proper subspae of the spae ofbounded funtions whih are annihilated by L. It is in partiular the ase for theLaplae-Beltrami operator, whih is obtained for the values � = 2� = 1, and hasmaximal boundary N .The main step in this setion is the next proposition. It has been proved in [DHP℄for general homogeneous Siegel domains (non neessarily symmetri), and for moregeneral operators. However, in the ase of symmetri Siegel domains, whih is thease under onsideration, the proof may be simpli�ed onsiderably. We inlude itfor the reader's onveniene.



16 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJANProposition 3.3. Let F be a bounded funtion on S annihilated by � and by Hj,for j = 1; :::; r. Then, there exists a bounded funtion f on N(�) suh that F maybe written as F (s) = P�f(s) = ZN(�) f(�(sw))P�(w) dw:Proof. We already know that there exists some bounded funtion ~f on N suh thatF may be written as ~P� ~f . Moreover, we may assume that ~f is a ontinuous funtionand prove that, in this ase, f is the restrition of ~f on N(�). Indeed, in the generalase, we onsider the sequene of funtions Fm de�ned byFm(s) = ZN �m(n)F (n�1s) dn = ~P�(�m � ~f)(s):with �m an approximate identity whih is ompatly supported and of lass C1.Clearly Fm tends to F pointwise. Let us assume that we have already proved theproposition for ontinuous funtions. Then Fm = P�(fm). All the funtions (fm) arebounded by kfkL1, so we an extrat a �{weak onvergent sequene whih onvergesto f . Then P�(fm) onverges to P�(f) pointwise. Hene F = P�f .So, let ~f be a bounded ontinuous funtion on N , and let F = ~P� ~f . To provethe proposition, we want to prove that, for eah �xed w 2 N(�), the funtiony 7! ~f(wy) is onstant on N0. Indeed, assume that it is the ase and denote by fthe restrition of ~f to N(�). Then, for s = wya with w 2 N(�), n 2 N0 and a 2 A,we an writeF (wya) = ~P� ~f(wya) = ZN(�)N0 ~f(wyavua�1) ~P�(vu) dvdu;= ZN(�)N0 f(wyava�1y�1) ~P�(vu) dvdu;=P�f(wya):Let us �nally remark that it is suÆient to prove that y 7! ~f(y) is onstant on N0.Indeed, one we have proved this, for eah w 2 N(�) we have the same onlusionwith F replaed by wF , with wF (g) = F (wg) = ~P�(w ~f)(g). Again w ~f(y) = ~f(wy)is onstant, whih we wanted to prove.So, let us show that y 7! ~f(y) is onstant on N0. Let us de�neFH(wya) = ZN0 ~f(yaua�1)�ZN(�) ~P�(vu) dv� du:(36)We laim that FH(g) = limt!�1F ((exp tH)g);(37)



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 17where H is the vetor �eld H =Prj=1Hj. Indeed, writingF (g) = ZN(�)N0 ~f(~�(gvu)) ~P�(vu) dvdu;we haveF ((exp tH)wya) = F (wtyta exp tH) = ZN(�)N0 ~f(wtytavtuta�1) ~P�(vu) dvdu:For an element g of N we have used the notationgt = (exp tH)g(exp(�tH)):It follows from (21) that ut = u for every u 2 N0, and that wt tends to the unitelement. This implies (37). We now laim thatFH(wya) =FH(ya)(38) HjFH =0 for j = 1; :::; r and �FH = 0(39) HFH =0:(40)We have already proved (38). Then (39) follows from the fat that left and righttranslations ommute. So, for every t, F ((exp tH)g) is annihilated by the HWoperators and the Laplaian. To see (40), we use again the fat that ut = u forevery u 2 N0 and the formula (36) to obtain thatFH(ya(exp tH)) = FH(ya):Then (40) follows at one.Finally, uniqueness in Proposition 33 implies that y 7! ~f(y) if and only if FH isonstant. To prove that FH is onstant, we onsider the funtion G de�ned on N0Aby G(ya) = FH(ya). Then learly G is annihilated by all operatorsDj = ��Hj + 2(H2j �Hj) +Xi<j X� ((Y �ij )2 �Hj) + Xj<k�rX� ((Y �jk)2 �Hk)(41)and by H. So, to omplete the proof, it is suÆient to prove the following lemma.Lemma 3.4. Let G be a bounded funtion on N0A whih annihilated by the opera-tors H;D1; :::; Dr. Then G is onstant.Proof. There is nothing to prove when r = 1. For r = 2, let us remark that G,whih is annihilated by H1 +H2, is also annihilated by H1 �H2 sine(D1 �D2)G = �(� + 2)(H1 �H2)G = 0:Therefore, H1G = 0 and H2G = 0 and so, G is a bounded funtion on the Abeliangroup N0 = Rd annihilated by the Laplae operator. Hene G is onstant.Let us now onsider r > 2. We assume that the lemma has been proved with rreplaed by r � 1. We write G as a Poisson integral with respet to the operatorD =X�jDj;



18 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJANfor whih the drift Z(D) is equal to Z = �P jHj, with j = (�+2+(j�1)d)�j+dPk<j �k. We �rst remark that we may hoose the oeÆients �j so that the jderease for j � 2 (when � + 2 > d, one an even �nd a sequene �j suh thatj is dereasing, and onlude diretly sine every D{harmoni bounded funtion isonstant). With this hoie, the maximal boundary of D is the group N1 = expN1,with N 1 = �j>1N1j:We also de�ne N1 = expN 1, with N 1 = �1<i<j�rNij. Every y in N0 an be writtenin a unique way as y1y0, with y1 2 N1 and y0 2 N1. We de�ne �1 by �1(ya) = y1.Then, (see [DH℄), there exists funtions �D and � suh thatG(ya) = ZN1 �(�1(yau))�D(u) du:The funtion � is bounded, and we an assume as before that it is ontinuous.Using notations of the subsetion 2.5. on the indution proedure, we an also writey 2 N0 as y+y�. When y is in N1, then y+ belongs to N1r = expN1r. We shallprove that �(y) depends only on y+. Again, to prove this, it is suÆient to provethat �(y�) is onstant. Indeed, one we have proved this, we may apply it to y+�(with y+�(n) = �(y+n)), using the funtion y+G in plae of G.In order to prove that �(y�) is onstant, let us de�ne, as before,G#(ya) = limt!�1G((exp tHr)ya)= limt!�1ZN1 �(�1(y�(y+)tau�(u+)ta�1))�D(u+u�) du+du�= ZN1 �(�1(y�au�a�1))�D(u+u�) du+du�:Here ut = (exp tHr)u(exp(�tHr)). We have used the fat that (y�)t = y�, and(y+)t tends to the unit element. We haveG#(y�y+a�a+) = G#(y�a�) = G#(y+y�a�a+)D#j G# =0; for j = 1; :::; r � 1;H#G# =0;where H# = H1 +H2 + � � �+Hr�1, and, for j = 1; :::; r � 1,D#j = 2H2j � (�+ 2)Hj +Xi<j ((Y �ij )2 �Hj) + Xj<k�r�1X� ((Y �jk)2 �Hk):From the indution hypothesis, we onlude that G# is onstant. So �(y�) is alsoonstant. Hene �(y) = �(y+), and, using obvious notations, we onlude that Gmay in fat be written asG(ya) = ZN1r �(�1r(yau))�D(u) du:



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 19Sine exp tHj ommutes with elements of N1r for j = 2; � � � r � 1, we onlude thatHjG = 0. So (H1 +Hr)G = 0. Moreover,D1G = �2H21 � (�+ 2)H1 +X� ((Y �1r)2 �Hr)�G = 0DrG = �2H2r � (�+ 2 + (r � 2)d)Hr +X� ((Y �1r)2 �Hr)�G = 0;whih, as in the ase r = 2, implies that G is onstant. 2One we have onluded for the lemma, we onlude for the proposition 3.3. 2Our next step is the following theorem.Theorem 3.5. Let f be a bounded funtion on N(�) and let F = P�f . Assumethat �TF = 0:Then F ((�; x)ya) = ZV f�(xyava�1y�1)p(v) dv;(42)where f�(x) = f(�; x) and p is the Poisson - Szeg�o kernel for the tube domain V +i
.Proof. Using the same kind of proof as in the last proposition, we may assume thatf is ontinuous. The maximal boundary for �T onsidered as an operator on V S0is V N0. Let ~p be the orresponding kernel on V N0. Then the funtion F� , whih isde�ned for � 2 Z �xed by F ((�; x)s) = F�(xs), may be written asF�(xya) = ZV N0 g�(xyavua�1))~p(vu) dvdu;(43)where v 2 V , u 2 N0.We have alsoF�(xya) = P�f((�; x)ya) = ZN(�) f((�; x)ya(�; v)a�1y�1)P�(�; v) d�dv:Let at = exp t(Prj=1 jHj). Then, on one hand,limt!�1F�(xyat) = g�(xy)in *-weak topology on L1(V N0) and on the other,limt!�1F�(xyat) = f(�; x);pointwise. Hene g�(xy) = f(�; x) = f�(x). Therefore,F�(xya) =ZV N0 f�(xyava�1aua�1)~p(vu) dvdu;=ZV f�(xyava�1y�1)(ZN0 ~p(vu) du) dv :



20 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJANIt remains to prove that it is also equal to the right hand side of (42). But thislast expression is a �T{harmoni funtion (sine the Poisson{Szgeg�o kernel is �T {harmoni), with the same boundary values on V N0. This proves (42). 2Proof of Theorem 3.1. Again, using Proposition 3.3, we may assume that F =P�f . Moreover, we may assume that f is ontinuous, using the same trik as inthe proof of Proposition 3.3. So, it follows from Theorem 3.5 that F� is a Poisson-Szeg�o integral on the tube domain. We know from [Hu℄ and [JK℄ that Poisson-Szeg�ointegrals on symmetri tube domains are annihilated by Hua operators, i.e. in oursituation F� is annihilated by HTj . This �nishes the proof. 24. The proof of pluriharmoniityIn this setion we prove the following statement, whih implies the main theorem:Theorem 4.1. Assume thatsups2S0 ZN(�) jF �(�; x)s�j2 d�dx <1(44)and �F = H1F = ::: = HrF = 0:(45)Then F is pluriharmoni.We �rst laim that the results of the last setion on bounded funtions apply to(H2) growth onditions. Indeed, we have the following lemma. Here L is an elliptioperator as in (30), L = rXj=1 �jLj + rXj=1 �jHTj ;with oeÆients hosen so that it has maximal boundary N(�) and satis�es theintegrability ondition (33) for some � to be hosen later.Lemma 4.2. A funtion F whih satis�es (44) and (45) may be written as a Pois-son integral F (g) = ZN(�) f(�(gw))PL(w) dw; f 2 L2(N(�)); g 2 S:(46)Proof. We redue to bounded funtions by onvolving F from the left. More pre-isely, let �n 2 C1 (N(�)) be an approximate identity, and letFn(g) = ZN(�) �n(w)F (w�1g) dw:Then Fn is bounded, and satis�es (45). So it follows from the last setion thatFn(g) = ZN(�) fn(�(gw))PL(w) dw;



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 21for an fn 2 L1(N(�)). Moreover, fn, whih may be obtained as a �{weak limit inL1, when t! �1, of Fn(� exp tH) as well as a weak limit in L2(N(�)), is uniformlyin L2. Hene, kfnkL2(N(�)) � sups ZN(�) jF (ws)j2 dwWe may take for f 2 L2(N(�)) the weak limit of a subsequene, and get (46). Thisonludes the proof of the lemma. 2To prove Theorem 4.1, we may assume that F = PLf as above. Moreover,eventually onvolving f in the group N(�) with a C1 ompatly supported funtionas in the last setion, we may assume thatAssumption on f : it may be written as � � ~f where � is a C1 ompatly supportedfuntion.At this point, our main tool will be harmoni analysis of the nilpotent groupN(�).One we have proved that the Fourier transform of f vanishes outside 
 [�
, oneonludes easily like in [DHMP℄.Let us �rst reall some basi fats about Fourier analysis on N(�), following [OV℄.Let ( ; ) be the Hermitian salar produt on Z for whih the basis ej�, whih wasintrodued in subsetion 2.3, is orthonormal. It oinides with 4Qj on eah Zj, andthese subspaes are pairwise orthogonal. For eah � 2 V , let us de�ne the Hermitiantransformation M� : Z ! Z by4h�;�(�; !)i = (M��; !); �; ! 2 Z :and onsider the set � = f� 2 V : detM� 6= 0gfor whih the above Hermitian form is non degenerate. Remark that it is in partiularthe ase for � 2 
 sine we assumed that �(�; �) belongs to 
 n f0g for all � 6= 0.The same is valid for � 2 �
. So detM�, whih is a polynomial of �, does notvanish identially, and � is an open set of full measure. It arries the Planherelmeasure (see [OV℄), given by �(�)d� = jdetM�jd�:Let us desribe the Fok representation assoiated to � 2 �. For every � 2 � wede�ne a omplex struture J�, whih determines the representation spae H�. LetjM�j be the positive Hermitian transformation suh that jM�j2 =M2� . ThenJ� = ijM�j�1M�:If � 2 
 then J� = iI = J oinides with the ordinary omplex struture in Z. Forgeneral �, the omplex struture J� has a nie desription in an appropriate basis.Namely, there is a �-measurable hoie of an ( ; ) orthogonal basis e�1 ; :::; e�m suhthat H�(e�j ; e�k) = �jÆjk



22 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJANwith �j = �1 (depending on � and loally onstant). In the basis e�1 ; :::; e�m;J e�1 ; :::,J e�m of Z over R we haveJ�(e�j ) = �j(J e�j ) and J�(J e�j ) = ��je�j :Let B� = =H� :A diret alulation shows that B�(J�e�j ; e�k) = Æjkand so B�(J��; �) > 0 if � 6= 0:We de�ne H� as the set of all C1 funtions F on Z whih are holomorphi withrespet to the omplex struture J� and suh thatF (�)�(�) 12 e��2B�(J��;�) 2 L2(Z; dz):Here dz is the Lebesgue measure related to the salar produt (�; �) on Z.The spae H� is a Hilbert spae for the salar produt(F1; F2)� = ZZ F1(�) �F2(�)e��B�(J��;�) �(�)d�:The Fok representation U�, whih is a unitary and irreduible representation onH�, is given by U�(�; x)F (!) = e�2�ih�;xi��2 j�j2+�!��F (! � �) ;(47)with !�� = B�(J�!; �) + iB�(!; �) and j�j2 = � ��. Then the Fourier transform off 2 L1(N(�)), whih we note U�f , is de�ned as the operator on H� given by(U�f F;G)� = ZN(�) f(�; x)(U�(�;x)F;G)�dx:If f 2 L1(N(�)) \ L2(N(�)), then the Planherel theorem says thatZV kU�f k2HS �(�)d� = kfk2L2(N(�)):It follows that, for f 2 L2(N(�)), U�f is de�ned for almost every � and is a Hilbert-Shmidt operator.Now we write an orthonormal basis of H�, whih hanges measurably with �. For� 2 Z, we note �j;� its oordinates in the basis e�j , so that, in partiular,B�(J��; �) =Xj j�j;�j2 :Given a multi-index � = (�1; :::; �m), let��� = � j�j2p�!Yj ��j (1+�j)2j;� ���j (1��j )2j;� ;



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 23Then every ��� is holomorphi with respet to the omplex struture J� and thefamily f���g forms a ( ; )� - orthonormal basis. Indeed, one may verify that(���; ���)� = � j�j+j�j2p�!�! Yj ZC u�j (1+�j)2 �u�j (1��j)2 �u�j (1+�j)2 u�j (1��j )2 e��juj2 du:We �nally de�ne, for f 2 L2(N(�) and almost every �,f̂(�; �; �) = (U�f ���; ���) :(48)We may now give the main step of the proof.Lemma 4.3. Let F = PLf a funtion whih satis�es the assumptions of Theorem4.1, with L and f 2 L2(N(�)) hosen as above. Then, for almost every � and forall �, �, we have f̂(�; �; �) = 0 for � =2 �
 [ ��
:(49)Proof of Theorem 4.1. For the moment, we take the lemma for granted and �nishthe proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us �rst give some notations. For s 2 S0, we note Fsthe funtion de�ned on N(�) byFs(�; x) = F ((�; x)s)(50)and F̂ (�; �; �; s) its Fourier transform. We laim thatF̂ (�; �; �; s) =e�2�h�;s�ei(U�f ��; ��); for a.e � 2 �
;=e2�h�;s�ei(U�f ��; ��); for a.e � 2 ��
;(51) =0; for a.e � =2 �
 [ ��
:Indeed, we know from Theorem 3.5 that F may be written as a Poisson-Szeg�ointegral, i.e.F ((�; x)s) = ZV f�(xsvs�1)p(v) dv = ZV f(�; x� u)ps(u) du ;with ps de�ned by ps(u) = det(s�1) p(s�1 � u) :Here the element s�1 is onsidered as ating on V . If f 2 L1(N(�)) \ L2(N(�)),then (U�Fs��; ��) =ZN(�) ZV f(�; x� u)ps(u)(U�(�;x)��; ��) dud�dx=ZV (U�f U�(0;u)��; ��)ps(u) du=(U�f ��; ��) ZV e�2�ih�;uips(u) du:



24 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJANThese formulas are still valid for a general funtion f 2 L2(N(�)): only use anapproximation of f and the Planherel theorem.It remains to alulate the Fourier transform of ps for � 2 �
 [ ��
. We shalldo this for � 2 �
. For � 2 ��
 the proof is analogous. If � 2 �
 we onsider thebounded holomorphi funtion on V + i
 given byG(z) = e2�ih�;zi = e2�ih�;x+is�ei = e2�ih�;xi�2�h�;s�ei:Then G is the Poisson integral of its boundary value, i.e.G(z) = ZV e2�ih�;x�uips(u) du:Therefore, G(is � e) = e�2�h�;s�ei = ZV e�2�ih�;uips(u) du :Finally, for � 2 �
, we have(U�Fs��; ��) = e�2�h�;s�ei(U�f ��; ��):From (51), a diret omputation (see [DHMP℄ for the details) shows that �jF = 0for j = 1; :::; r. Moreover, we already know that LjF = 0. Then it follows fromTheorem 3.1 in [DHMP℄ that F is the real part of an H2 holomorphi funtion. 2Proof of Lemma 4.3. It remains to prove the lemma. Let us remark that there isnothing to prove for r = 1. So the theorem is ompletely proved in this ase. Forr > 1, we an make the assumption that the theorem is valid for r � 1, and provethe lemma with this additional indution hypothesis.We use again the notations of the subsetion 2.5. for the indution proedure. Anelement a 2 A will be written as a = a0a+, a0 2 A�, a0 2 A+. We all S 00 the groupN0A�, and S 0 the group NA�. For s 2 S0, we may write s = ya = ya0a+ = s0a+.We de�ne a new funtion F 0 on S 0 by a limit proess. More preisely, for (�; x)s0 2S 0, we de�ne F 0((�; x)s0) = F 0s0(�; x) = limt!�1F ((�; x)s0 exp tHr):(52)Using the same arguments as before, as well as our assumptions on the boundaryvalue f of F , one an see that this limit exists and is given byF 0s0(�; x) = ZN(�)� f((�; x)s0w�(s0)�1)P 0L(w�) dw�;where P 0L(w�) = ZN(�)+ PL(w�w+) dw+:We are now able to give a sketh of the proof. The funtion f may be seen as theboundary value of F 0. So, we will onsider the Fourier transform of F 0s0. Using theindution hypothesis for all funtions w+F 0, de�ned on S� by w+F 0(s�) = F (w+s�),we will show that w+F 0 are pluriharmoni. This implies for their Fourier transforms



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 25to satisfy a di�erential equation with initial data f(�; �; �). Then smoothness ofthe Fourier transform will fore this funtion to be zero for � =2 �
 [ ��
.Our main work will be to show the smoothness of Fourier transforms, and willask for many tehnialities.Step 1: F 0 is a smooth funtion of arbitrary order on S 0.Proof. First, let W be a right-invariant di�erential operator on N(�). We knowfrom the assumptions on f that Wf is well de�ned, and bounded. Therefore, wehave WF 0s0(�; x) = ZN(�)� Wf((�; x)s0w�(s0)�1)P 0L(w�) dw�:Moreover, partial derivatives of f grow at most polynomially. The ation of s0 islinear, hene there are onstants C(�;K) and M(�) suh thatj��s0f((�; x)s0w�(s0)�1)j � C(�;K)(1 + �(w�))M(�)for (�; x)s0 belonging to a ompat set K � S 0, with � any left{invariant distaneas in (33). Now we selet � suh that PL integrates the right hand side above, toobtain ZN(�)� j��s0f((�; x)s0w�(s0)�1)jP 0L(w�) dw� <1whih allows to di�erentiate F 0 with respet to s0. 2Step 2: the funtion w+F 0 satis�es the indution hypothesis on S�.Proof. We laim �rst that the assumption (44), with S� in plae of S, is satis�edfor almost every w+. Indeed, it is suÆient to prove thatsups02S00 kF 0s0kL2(N(�)) <1:(53)This follows from the fat that, for every s0 2 S 00, the funtion F (�s0 exp tHr) has aweak limit in L2(N(�)) when t tends to �1. Indeed, for � 2 L2(N(�)),I =ZN(�)(F (ws0 exp(t1Hr))� F (ws0 exp(t2Hr)))�(w) dw=ZN(�) ZN(�)(f(wv1)� f(wv2)PL(v)�(w) dv dwwith vj = s0 exp(tjHr)v(s0 exp(tjHr))�1 for j = 1; 2. Integrating with respet to vover a ompat set K and over its omplement we getI � supv2K kf(�v1)� f(�v2)kL2(N(�))k�kL2(N(�)) + 2kfkL2(N(�))k�kL2(N(�)) ZK PL(v) dv;whih tends to zero when t1; t2 ! �1.We now prove that the funtions w+F 0 satisfy the ondition (45), again withS� in plae of S. Without loss of generality, we may assume that w+ is the unit



26 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJANelement. Notie that the operators Lj;�j and ��kj have a perfet sense as left-invariant operators on S� as far as indies are smaller than r . Let(H0j)T = 2�j +Xk<j X� ��kj + Xj<k<rX� ��jk:Again (H0j)T may be onsidered as operators both on S and S�. In the seond ase(H01)T ; :::; (H0r�1)T are HW operators for the tube V � + i
�. We want to provethat, for j = 1; � � � ; r � 1, we haveLjF 0 = (H0j)TF 0 = 0:Sine for i < j < r, Lj, ��ij, and �j ommute with A+, we have, for g0 2 S 0,limt!�1LjF (g0 exp tHr) =LjF 0(g0)limt!�1�jF (g0 exp tHr) =�jF 0(g0)limt!�1��ijF (g0 exp tHr) =��ijF 0(g0);By hypothesis, F satis�es (45). So we onlude diretly for LjF 0, j = 1; � � � ; r � 1.For (H0j)TF 0, we onlude also one we know thatlimt!�1��jrF (g0 exp tHr) = 0(54)Before doing it, we give a last de�nition. We note ~X�jk, ~Y �jk, and ~X �j , ~Y�j the left-invariant vetor �elds on N whih oinide, at the unit element of N , with theorresponding elements of the basis of N that we onstruted in subsetion 2.3. Wede�ne as well ~Lr =P�( ~X �r )2 + ( ~Y�r )2.In the next omputation, we identify an element a with a n-uple (a1; a2; � � �ar),with aj > 0, in suh a way that a is the exponential ofPj(log aj)Hj. In partiular,an element a+ 2 A+ identi�es with a salar, whih we note ar for omprehension.With these notations, the previous limits are obtained for ar tending to 0.Then, it follows from the fat that LrF = 0 and a diret omputation that��arF (g0ar) = ~LrF (g0ar):Moreover,��jrF (g0ar) = ar�Xj<r X� aj( ~X�jr)2 + a�1j ( ~Y �jr)2 � 1� ~Lr�F (g0ar)! 0when ar ! 0. This �nishes the proof of (54), as well as the laim of this step.Indeed, for almost w+, the funtion w+F 0 is pluriharmoni as a funtion on S 0. Itfollows that �1F 0 vanishes identially. This is the main point whih will be usedlater. 2step 3: F̂ 0(�; �; �; s0) is a smooth funtion of s0, for almost every � and every �; �.



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 27Proof. As before, F̂ 0(�; �; �; s0) is the Fourier transform of the funtion F 0s0, de�nedon N(�) by F 0s0(�; x) = F ((�; x)s0). We know from (53) that it is in L2(N(�)).Moreover, we an write the Fourier transform of F 0 in terms of the one of thePoisson kernel P 0L. Indeed, given � 2 � and G1; G2 2 H�, we de�ne the boundedoperator U�P 0s0 by(U�P 0s0G1; G2)� = ZN(�)� P 0L(w�)(U�s0w�(s0)�1G1; G2)�dw� ;For f 2 L1 \ L2(N(�)), it follows diretly from (52) thatF̂ 0(�; �; �; s0) = (U�f U�P 0s0 ���; ���)� for a:e: � :For general f 2 L2(N(�)), we use approximation in L2(N(�)) by integrable fun-tions and the Planherel theorem.So, to prove the laim, it is suÆient to prove the smoothness U�P 0s0 with respetto s0. This is given in the following lemma.Lemma 4.4. Assume thatZN(�) �(w)k+1PL(w) dw <1 :Then for every � and every G1; G2 2 H� the funtion s0 7! (U�P 0s0G1; G2) is of lassCk.Proof. It follows from (47) that (U�w�G1; G2) is a smooth funtion of w� withbounded derivatives (see (6.41) in [OV℄ and (i), (ii) at the end of (4.1) in [OV℄).Sine the ation s0w�(s0)�1 of s0 is linear,j��s0(U�s0w�(s0)�1G1; G2)j � C(�;K)(1 + �(w�))j�jfor s0 belonging to a ompat set K. Hene the onlusion follows from the assump-tion on PL. 2This is the end of the step 3. 2Step 4: Conlusion.As we said before, we want to write the equation �1F 0 = 0 on the Fourier trans-form side. We need a preliminary lemma, whih will allow us to do it.Lemma 4.5. Let D be an element of the enveloping algebra of N (�)��(N0)��A�onsidered as a left{invariant operator on S 0. Thensups02S00 ZN(�) jDF 0(ws0)j2 dw <1 :



28 BONAMI, BURACZEWSKI, DAMEK, HULANICKI, PENNEY, AND TROJANProof. Reall that w+F 0 is pluriharmoni on S�. So, by the Harnak inequality, wehave jDF 0(w+w�a0)j2 � C(D;B) ZB jF 0(w+w�a0g)j2 dg;where B is a neighborhood of identity in S�, and the onstant C(D;B) does notdepend on w+. We use the notation g = u�n�b0, with u� 2 N(�)�, n� 2 N�0 andb0 2 A�. Then, for s0 = ya0 2 S 0, we writeZN(�) jDF 0(wya0)j2 dw = ZN(�) jDF 0(y+w+w�y�a0)j2 dw�dw+� C(D;B) ZB ZN(�) jF 0(y+w+w�y�a0u�n�b0)j2 dw�dw+du�dn�db0= C(D;B) ZB ZN(�) jF 0(y+w+w�y�a0u�n�b0)j2 dw�dw+du�dn�db0= C(D;B) ZB ZN(�) jF 0(wya0n�b0)j2 dwdu�dn�db0;whih is �nite. In the above alulation we have used the fat that the ation of yon N(�) is unipotent and we hanged oordinates in N(�)� in the following wayw�y�a0u�(y�a0)�1 ! w�;whih preserves the measure dw�. 2We will now prove that for almost every �, we have(�4�2h�;Ads0X1i2 +H21 �H1)F̂ 0(�; �; �; s0) = 0:(55)To do it, we �rst approximate F 0. Namely, we take a sequene �n 2 C1 (N(�))suh that 0 � �n � 1, �n = 1 on the ball of radius n, and suh that, for everyleft-invariant di�erential operator D on N(�) of positive order, D�n ! 0 uniformlywhen n!1. We put F 0n((�; x)s0) = �n(�; x)F 0((�; x)s0):A diret alulation shows that\Xm1 F 0n(�; �; �; s0) =(�2�i)mh�;Ads0X1iF̂ 0n(�; �; �; s0);\Hm1 F 0n(�; �; �; s0) =Hm1 F̂ 0n(�; �; �; s0):Then we let n ! 1 and onlude for (55) using Lemma 4.5. Indeed, Lemma 4.5implies that limn!1ZK ZN(�) jDF 0n((�; x)s0)�DF 0((�; x)s0)j2 d�dxds0 = 0for D = X21 ; H1 or H21 and any ompat set K in S 0.



HUA SYSTEM AND PLURIHARMONICITY 29Now, we prove that (55) and the smoothness of F̂ 0 fores the Fourier transformof f to vanish outside 
[�
. Let J be the set of � 2 V suh that all the prinipalminors of � do not vanish (for the de�nition, see [FK℄, Proposition VI.3.10). SineJ is dense in V , it is suÆient to onsider � 2 J suh that � =2 
[�
 . Then thereis y0 2 N0 suh that � = Ad�y0�0 with �0 = Prk=1 bk k, bk 6= 0 for k = 1; :::; r (seee.g. [DHMP℄). Substituting h(�; s0) = F̂ 0(�; �; �; y�10 s0)into (55), we obtain��4�2h�0; Ad�s0 ~X1i2 +H21 �H1�h(�; s0) = 0;or in oordinates s0 = ya0, with a0 identi�ed with a r � 1-uple,��4�2h�0; Ad�y ~X1i2 + �2a1�h(�; ya0) = 0;This, and boundedness of h with respet to s0 imply thath(�; ya0) = (�; y) exp �� 2�jh�0;AdyX1ija1�:Letting a0 ! 0 we get f̂(�; �; �) = (�; y):Finally, by Lemma 1.27 of [DHMP℄h(�; s0) =f̂(�; �; �) exp �� 2�jh�0;AdyX1ija1�=f̂(�; �; �) exp �� 2���b1 + 12Xl>1 bljy1lj2��a1� :(56)Sine for at least one l > 1 the sign of bl is di�erent from the one of b1, (56)ontradits smoothness of F̂ 0 with respet to y, unless f̂(�; �; �) = 0. This onludesfor the proof of the lemma. 2 Referenes[BV℄ N.Berline, M.Vergne, Equations de Hua et noyau de Poisson, Leture Notes in Math. 880(1981) 1-51, Springer-Verlag.[BBG℄ A. Bonami, J. Bruna, S.Grellier, On Hardy, BMO and Lipshitz spaes of invariant har-moni funtions in the unit ball, Pro.of the London Math. So. 71 (1998), 665-696.[D℄ E. Damek, Left-invariant degenerate ellipti operators on semidiret extensions of homo-geneous groups, Studia Math. 89(1988), 169-196.[DH℄ E. Damek, A. Hulaniki, Boundaries for left-invariant subellipti operators on semidiretproduts of nilpotent and abelian groups, J.Reine Angew. Math. 411 (1990), 1-38.[DHMP℄ E. Damek, A. Hulaniki, D. M�uller, M.Peloso, Pluriharmoni H2 funtions on symmetriirreduible Siegel domains, to appear in G.A.F.A.[DHP℄ E. Damek, A. Hulaniki, R.Penney, Hua operators on bounded homogeneous domains inCn and alternative reproduing kernels for holomorphi funtions, Journ. Funt. Anal.151 (1997), 77-120.[FK℄ J. Faraut, A. Kor�anyi,Analysis on Symmetri Cones, Clarendon Press, Oxford (1994).
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